I see a man fly.
I eat a meal.
My feet feel sore.

Cats ran in a store. A man made those cats sit. Did that make the cats mad? You will see.

See Appendix C for additional placement information.
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The Hill of Mud
Part 3

Bob played and played. At last some of his pals told him, “It’s late. You must run to be home by five.”

As Bob ran home, a man said, “I see a hill of mud that can run.”

Bob made it home by five. His dad asked, “But did you leave the path?” So Bob can’t hike with his pals for some time.

The end.
Pam and the Gold Robber
Part One
Pam had a ship. She lived on that ship. In her ship, she had a shop. The shop was filled with lots of things. One thing in that shop was lots of gold. From this gold, Pam made gold rings and other gold things.
But that gold was not in a big lump. Pam made the gold into something you see in a shop. That was her way of hiding the gold. She said, “My gold is now safe from robbers.”
But one day a robber said, “I will sneak into that ship and take the gold from her shop.”
This is not the end.
The Bragging Rats

A pack of rats lived on a farm. Their home was not far from the pond.

There were two rats in the pack who made the other rats mad. These two rats did a lot of bragging and a lot of yelling at each other. They did not agree on which rat was the best at throwing, or which rat was the fastest at eating. These rats told a lot of lies. The other rats called them the bragging rats.

One time, the bragging rats did not agree on which rat was the fastest swimmer. One rat said, “I can swim so fast that I pass up seals and otters.”

The other rat said, “I can swim so fast I don’t get wet.”

126 words
A Horse Named Agnes
Part One

Agnes was a very shy horse who lived on the farm with Gorman and Joan.

Agnes was not a pretty horse, but she was pretty big. She had hooves that were so big that she could not keep up with the other horses when they ran fast. She tried, but her hooves were not good for fast running.

Agnes really liked a horse named Al, but he didn’t like her. He called her Big Foot. Every morning, he went out with a little horse named Bell. They ran and jumped and ran some more.

Al liked to show off his speed because the ranger was looking for a horse.
Molly and Bleep
Part One

Molly was a very smart woman. She made a lot of things that were very smart. She made toasters and folding chairs and even racing boats. But none of the things she made were perfect. Her toaster toasted six slices at the same time, but three of them were too dark. Her folding chairs folded when someone was sitting in them. One of Molly’s pals was stuck in a folding chair for a long time before Molly found her.

Molly’s racing boats were very fast and very strong. When they were going very fast, they were wonderful. But when they slowed down, they would get so low in the water that a little wave could sink them.

See Appendix C for additional placement information.
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